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REPORT.

Board of Registration in Optometry,
Boston, Nov. 30, 1914.

To His Excellency David I. Walsh, Governor.

Sie : — The Board of Registration in Optometry herewith

submits to Tour Excellency its third annual report as required

by chapter 700, Acts of 1912.

Under the provisions of the optometry law persons who had

been in practice two or more years immediately preceding the

passage of the act were given by statute until June 1 of this

year to qualify before the Board. Such persons were designated

by the Board as " Class A." From November 30., the time of

the last report, to June 1 the Board examined 313 Class A
applicants. Of these, 138 successfully passed on the first ex-

amination given them this year and 101 failed. Of the number

that failed, 64 were later re-examined, 50 being successful in

passing, making a total, for the above period, of 188 persons who

qualified under Class A, and of 91 who failed. Under Class A
1,056 examinations have been given since the passage of the law

;

790 persons were successful in qualifying after one or more

examinations prior to June 1, when the Class A privilege ter-

minated.

It is interesting to note in this connection that of the 1,700

men who received affidavit blanks from the Board when the law

went into effect, but 1,111 filed affidavits as provided by statute.

It is evident, therefore, that 589 men who had previously ex-

amined eyes realized that the new law demanded standards

which they were unable to meet. Of the remaining 1,111 the

Board accepted the affidavits of 1,079 after careful investiga-
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tion, and of this number 790 qualified. Seventy-nine new men

have commenced the practice since June 1, 1912, and at pres-

ent there are 871 persons registered to practice optometry in

Massachusetts, including the five original appointees to the

Board, who received certificates of registration by virtue of

their appointment.

The Board has held three regular examinations for persons

desiring to commence the practice. On February 10, 11 and

12, 4 candidates were examined ; 2 passed and 2 failed. On
June 9, 10 and 11 the Board examined 12 candidates ; 2 passed

and 10 failed. On November 10, 11, 12 and 13. 16 were ex-

amined ; 10 passed and 6 failed.

The following questions were given at the November ex-

aminations :
—

Theoretic Optics.

Bt Charles E. Monroe.

1. Illustrate by three simple diagrams the laws of reflection for a

luminous point centrally placed before a plane, a convex and a concave

mirror, respectively.

2. What is the focal length of the following lenses placed in appo-

sition? + 4.00 sph., +3.00 sph.=— 2.00 cyl. axis 75°, +3.50 sph.

— + 1.00 cyl. axis 75°, —2.00 sph., —4.50 sph.. —1.00 cyl. axis 165" .'

3. Define principal focus, ordinary focus and conjugate foci.

4. At what distance will parallel rays be focused by a concave mirror

whose radius of curvature is 17 inches? Give rule for working similar

examples.

5. The light from a candle passes through a + 3.00 D. sph. at

50 centimeters. Where should a screen be placed to gel the besi de-

fined image? Use (lie calculation.

<i. In what way does chromatic aberration differ from spherical aber-

ral ion :'

7. When light conies in contact with a body what three things bap-

pen lo ii ?

8. What is light and bow does it manifest itself?

!•. The image of ;i small distant source of light is formed on a white

screen by means of a convergent spectacle lens. When the lens is

tilted so that ii is inclined at an angle of l"> to the direction •£ the

incident rays there are two positions of the screen in which the image

takes the form "fa luminous straighl line. What is the explanation?

10. An object of '

a inch in height is placed on the principal axis of

a convergent lens of 1" inch focal length. Determine the position, size

and character of the image (real or virtual, erect or inverted) when the
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distance from the lens to the object has the following values: (a) 30

inches; (6) 20 inches; (e) 5 inches.

11. A certain lens focuses parallel rays of light at 20 centimeters.

AVhat lens must be placed in front of it to send the focus back to

1 meter?

12. A coin 1 inch in diameter is held 12 inches from a lens which

has a principal focus of 4 inches. Where will the image be formed

and what will be its size? Show the calculation.

Practical Optics.

By Briggs S. Palmer.

1. (a) An order for a pair of lenses is as follows: 0. U. + 6.00

= + 1.00 cyl. axis 90°, decenter 3 millimeters in. Would this be base

out, or base in, and why 1

?

(b) What is the strength of the prism produced by this decelera-

tion?

(c) Give rule for decentering.

2. (a) What two facts determine the power of lenses?

(b) In the lenses of the trial case, what relation has the principal

focus of each lens to the power marked on the handle of the lens?

Give some examjdes.

3. {a) In what two ways can the power of a prism be determined?

(b) What is the relation of the prism dioptry to the lens power?

4. Explain the terms :
—

(a) Optical center.

(b) Mechanical center.

(c) Name and describe four kinds of bifocal lenses.

5. Transpose the following into torics on both a minus and plus, 6

base curve, giving the curves for each side :
—

(a) +1.00 sph. =— 2.00 cyl. axis 180°.

(b) —3.00 sph. =— 1.00 cyl. axis 45°.

6. (a) What is the curvature of the two surfaces of a periscopic

lens of +2.00 D. power?

(b) What would be the power of each surface of a +2.00 bifocal

segment to be fitted to the above lens?

7. What is meant by the index of refraction?

8. (a) What is meant by neutralizing a lens? Give an example.

(b) What is meant by the axis of a cylindrical lens?

9. What is the advantage of the metric system of numbering lenses?

10. (a) Why should the optical centers of a pair of lenses for close

Avork be 2 to 3 millimeters nearer together than the optical center of

lenses for distance vision?

(b) What particular advantage has the meniscus form of lens for

bifocal glasses?
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11. In what way does crown glass differ from flint glass as to dis-

persion and refraction index .'

12. How should glasses be adjusted so as to serve for both distance

and reading?

Physiological Optics.

By Albie W. Sylvester, M.D.

1. Define visual acuity, binocular vision, homonymous diplopia and

right hyperphoria.

2. Define and explain the terms: principal foci, nodal points, center

of rotation, optic axis, visual line, visual angle and angle gamma.

3. Xame and describe three errors of refraction which require a dif-

ferent character of compound lens for correction. Draw diagrams to

illustrate each condition.

4. Define cataract and aphakia. How do you diagnose each? What

is the refractive condition of an aphakic eye that was originally myopic,

say, 4.00 D.?

5. Define accommodation, amplitude of accommodation, spasm of

accommodation and paralysis of accommodation.

6. Xame the refracting surfaces and the refracting- media of the

eye.

7. Define hypermetropia. Explain in detail the terms : manifest,

latent and total hypermetropia. How are each estimated? What is

the character of the correcting lens?

8. In a case of amblyopia, how would you tell whether ii was due

to opacity of cornea, lens or vitreous; or to optic nerve atrophy or

to amblyopia exanopsia?

9. Define the following varieties of astigmatism: regular, irregular,

with and against the rule, corneal, Lenticular, symmetric and asym-

metric.

10. Define i r point, far point, amplitude of accommodation and

amplil ade of convergence.

M. Define anisometropia, asthenopia, amblyopia and amaurosis.

]'_'. Define abduction, adduction and strabismus. Name and define

three variel ics of st rabisinus.

Til EORETIC ( »ri(i\i ETRY.

Bi Charles E. Monroi .

1. Write a thesis on the instruments used in an optometric examina-

tion of the eyes, giving construction and principles involved in each.

2. In theOl'J what is the kind and amount of ametropia in dynamic
Bkiametry, the eye fixing on an object 10 inches and reversal Pound in

all mei idians at 26 inchi

3. With the retinoscope Btatic method and 40 inches as the

Working distance a
I 2.00 I ». sph. neutralizes the shadow movement.

Whal two points ;,,«• conjugate, and what is the patient's correction?
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4. What is the accepted rule for correction in the following' cases: —

(a) Hyperopia with esophoria.

(b) Myopia with exophoria.

5. In the examination for muscle imbalance what is determined by:

(a) The cover test? {b) The parallax test? Explain fully.

6. In cases of high ametropia, by what means may a prognosis of

an improvement in vision be made without the use of lenses'?

7. What principles are involved in the examination with the ophthal-

moscope?

(a) Direct method?

(b) Indirect method?

8. What would be the prescription for distance in each of the fol-

lowing retinoscopic findings :
—

(a) Working distance 16 inches, static method, patient twenty years

of age. Point of reversal is reached with a + 2.00 D. sph. — 1.50 D. cyl.

axis 180°.

(b) Working distance 40 inches, dynamic method, patient twenty

years of age. Point of reversal is reached with a + 2.00 D. sph.

=— 1.50 D. cyl. axis 180°.

9. If a + .50 sph. gives best vision on the horizontal lines of astig-

matic fan, and + 1.00 sph. gives best vision on the vertical lines, what

is the prescription for the correcting lenses, and different ways of

writing it?

10. With a prism base down before the left eye, the upper image

is to the left of the lower image.

(a) What is the name given to the condition?

(6) Why does the eye deviate?

(c) Where would you place the base of the correcting prism?

11. What is the dioptric power of the lens required to be placed

before the static myopic eye of 1.00 D. in order that an aerial image

of its illuminated fundus shall be produced 20 centimeters in front of

the eye?

12. Give the reasons why strong eontrageneric lenses of the same

power fail to neutralize each other.

(a) What convex lens exactly neutralizes a — 20.00 D. lens?

(b) Which is the standard, minus or plus, in the trial case from
which the opposite is made to conform in neutralization?

Practical Optometry.

By Bernabd H. Whitney.

1. State fully your procedure in making an examination

—

(a) By dynamic retinoscopy.

(b) By static retinoscopy.

2. State briefly your procedure—
(a) In testing for muscular imbalance at the distance and near point.

(b) For measuring amplitude of accommodation.
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3. In what kind of refractive errors is the fogging system of value?

Briefly state how you would examine by this system.

4. In a given ease, the vertical lines on the astigmatic dial appear

darker with a + 3.00 sph., and the horizontal darker with a + 1.25 sph.

Write the prescription in its different forms.

5. Patient requires R. + 3.00 = + 1.75 axis 135°. State fully pro-

cedure in obtaining this result with stenopic slit.

G. In refracting, what would guide you in differentiating between —
(a) Hyperopia and paralysis of ciliary muscle?

(b) Myopia and spasm of ciliary muscle?

7. State fully your procedure in obtaining abduction, adduction,

supraduction and infraduction.

8. State fully your procedure in making an examination with the

ophthalmoscope —
(a) By the direct method.

(b) By the indirect method.

9. What do you understand by prism degrees, centrads, prism diop-

ters? Give symbols of each.

10. State fully your procedure in using the perimeter.

11. (a) What care should be exercised in prescribing for a hyperope

with marked exophoria, a myope with marked esophoiia?

(b) Will your correction of the refractive error usually correct a

hyperphoria of 2°, or should prisms be resorted to?

12. Briefly, yet comprehensively, outline your procedure from the

time a patient enters your office until you have completed the exam-

ination.

Anatomy.

By William H. Regan, M.D.

1. Name coats of the eye. (Tunics.)

2. Name layers of the cornea.

3. Name structures used in accommodation.

I. Name media thai has jelly-like consistency.

5. Name blond supply of cornea.

6. Name eve muscles affected in convergent strabismus.

7. What is glaucoma? lis symptoms.

8. Describe .'in attack -if Iritis from an examiner's point of view.

9. Describe the <• lition known as pannus.

10. Name causes of squint at any age.

II. W'li\ do hypermetropic eyes have more trouble from excessive

flow ni' tears than other forms of refractive errors?

L2. Name extrinsic muscles of eye apparatus.
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Physiology of the Eye.

By Albie W. Sylvester, M.D.

1. What are the functions of the following: orbital fat, Tenon's

capsule, optic nerve and meibomian glands?

2. Name and give the functions of the various parts which make up

the so-called lacrymal apparatus.

3. What direct and reflex stimuli cause an excessive flow of tears?

4. What is meant by the blind spot
1

? What is the most sensitive part

of the retina and why?

5. Ex]flain direct and indirect vision. How is each estimated or

tested?

6. What are the objective symptoms of paralysis of the sixth cranial

nerve? What are the objective symptoms of paralysis of the third

cranial nerve?

7. Name and describe those structures of the eyeball whose function

is chiefly refractive. Name and describe three structures of the eye

whose function is chiefly protective.

8. Explain how physiological dilatation and contraction of the pupil

is brought about. Mention two causes of normal dilatation and two

causes of normal contraction of the pupil.

9. What are the functions of iris, choroid, retina and zonule of Zinn?

10. Explain in full two theories of accommodation, and explain

physiologically the relation of accommodation to convergence.

11. Explain physiologically the condition known as presbyopia,

12. Name the motor muscles of the eyeball and the lids, and give the

nerve supply of each.

The Board requires that ten questions be answered in each of

the above subjects, and a marking of 65 per cent, is necessary

to pass in each. Persons failing in one subject can take the

subject again at a future examination, but a candidate who fails

in more than one subject must take the entire examination

again. In addition to written woitk the Board requires the ex-

amination of a patient so that a satisfactory demonstration of the

applicant's ability to apply his theory in practical work may be

made. Candidates are also expected to demonstrate their knowl-

edge of frame fitting, neutralizing lenses and transposition of

lens formulae. The Board is constantly endeavoring to make the

examinations embrace practical work sufficient to clearly satisfy
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it that a candidate possesses the essential practical knowledge

that a well-equipped refractionist should have.

The Board has held during the year 2S executive sessions.

Fifty days have been devoted to the examination of candidates

and many hearings have been given. Twenty-one hundred let-

ter- have been sent from the Board's office during the y< ar. At

the hearings witnesses have been duly sworn and a careful record

kept of testimony given.

The Board has particularly endeavored to eliminate methods

in practice that are questionable and which border upon fraud

and deceit ; also the custom of traveling from house to house

examining eyes. The Board is pleased to note that its efforts

have done much to eliminate these evils. The Board has prose-

cuted two cases for violation of the optometry law. In one the

court found the person guilty and levied a line of $100, the line

being remitted upon the condition that the man immediately

leave the State. The other case was placed on file, upon the

condition that the man cease his practice and promptly dispose

of all instruments used by an optometrist. Four persons for

whom warrants have been sworn out have not yet been appre-

hended. The Board has periodically employed an agent to assist

in its investigations. Members of the Board have endeavored

to personally visit practitioners in their offices throughout the

State. By this means the Board has been able to come in close

contact with those in practice, and many irregularities have been

given attention. Country fairs, in former years a tortile ground

for optica] fakirs, have been visited by the Board, and for the

firsl time the public has been protected from this evil.

The Board is exceedingly gratified to note the groat good the

optometry law has accomplished in the three yeara oi its ex-

istence. As the law contained no exemption clause, rvevy per-

son desiring to continue in tlfe practice was called upon to take

an examination before the hoard. Wishing to 1"' jusl to optom-

etrists long in practice, a practical examination only was given,

consisting principally of the examining of a patienl in the pres-

ence of the Board, each applicant being examined separately

and giver all the time necessary to properly demonstrate his
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ability. While this method required the expenditure of much

time, it appeared to be the fairest means to determine an appli-

cant's competency to continue in the practice. Practically every

person, however, prior to appearing before the Board, took

special study and instruction. New office equipment has been

secured and the raising of the standards of proficiency are very

manifest. Optometry colleges are graduating skilled and well-

versed practitioners. Several classes for study and research

have been formed in different sections of the State, and there

exists a commendable spirit of co-operation to meet the more

exacting standards. In the brief period of time Massachusetts

has enjoyed an optometry law the Board is privileged to report

that phenomenal progress has been made.

In July the lease of the suite of offices occupied by the Board

at 149 Tremont Street having expired the Board decided not

to renew it, owing to the fact that all Class A applicants had

been disposed of by June 1, which greatly reduced the work,

and the desire to curtail expenses in every possible way. Some

of the office furniture and examining equipment was placed in

storage, and a small executive office was rented temporarily at

59 Temple Place. Through the courtesy of two members of the

Board, who have tendered the use of their private offices for

examinations when necessary, and with a committee room at

the State House which has also been available, the Board hopes

to get along until the new State House extension is ready for

occupancy, where the Board will have permanent quarters.

Since June the Board has employed no regular stenographer,

depending largely upon a former stenographer for extra clerical

assistance. As room has not been available at the State House,

the Board has been compelled to pay office rent, although this

expense has been materially lessened in the past year by the

obtaining of smaller quarters as previously mentioned. The

Board has no appropriation from the State, depending solely

upon fees derived from examinations. The fees from applicants

have been ample to carry on the work of the Board, but now

that all the men previously in practice who desired to continue

have been examined the receipts have been materially lessened.
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The Board now wholly depends upon the fees of new men.taking

the examinations. This income will be inadequate to permit

the Board to carry on its work in a thorough and efficient man-

ner. This same problem has confronted optometry boards in

other States. In Arizona, California, Delaware, Florida, Idaho,

Indiana, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Ne-

braska, Xevada, New Mexico, ISTorth Carolina, Xorth Dakota,

Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota and Utah prac-

titioners must renew their licenses each year at a nominal fee

of from $1 to $5. By this method the Board can keep in closer

touch with every practitioner, and the law is made self-sustain-

ing, no appropriation from the State being necessary. The

Board recommends, therefore, that section 5 of chapter TOO,

Acts of 1912, be amended by adding the following: —

Before February first in each year every registered optometrist shall

pay to the board an annual license fee of two dollars, in default of

which the board may revoke the certificate of any optometrist so in

default after a hearing as provided by section eight, but the payment

of such fee at or before the time of hearing, with such additional sum,

not exceeding five dollars, as may be fixed by the board, shall dismiss

said default.

In September John J. Brennan, M.D., of Worcester was ap-

pointed to the Board by Your Excellency, and confirmed by the

Council, to succeed Albie W. Sylvester, MI)., whose term of

office expired a1 that time. The Hoard held its annual meeting

October L3, as provided by statute. Charles E, Monroe was re-

elected chairman and Bernard II. Whitney was re-elected sec-

retii rv for I be ensuing year.
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Financial Report.

Receipts.

Unexpended balance in hands of State Treasurer

Dec. 1, 1913, $5,219 12

Received from 144 applicants for examination, . 3,600 00

Six re-examination fees, . . . . . 30 00

*,849 12

Expenditures.

Cash paid for compensation and railroad ex-

penses of commissioners, ..... $5,207 49

Cash paid for clerical assistance and general

office expenses, 2,520 31

7,727 80

Unexpended balance in hands of State Treasurer, . $1,121 32

Respectfully submitted,

BERNARD H. WHITNEY, Secretary.

CHARLES E. MONROE, Chairman.

JOHN J. BRENNAN, M.D.

WILLIAM H. REGAN, M.D.

BRIGGS S. PALMER.


